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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

Mathematical modelling
(Blum & Borromeo Ferri, 2009)
The process of translating between the real world and
mathematics in both directions
Modelling cycle:

Mathematical modelling
Real world
problem

1

2

5
Real world
solution

3

Mathematical
problem

4
5

1 – real world problem
2 – identify math concepts
3 – define math problem
4 – solve math problem
5 – apply solution to real world problem

Mathematical
solution

Mathematical world

Real world

OECD (2003, p. 42)

Modelling in the French
curriculum
one of the six key competences to be developed from
primary school
defined as “using a set of mathematical concepts, methods
and theories that allow to describe, understand and foresee
the evolution of phenomena external to mathematics”
Importance of modelling:
• shows the power of mathematical language in its ability to order and
describe the world,
• leads to applying hypothetico-deductive methods of reasoning,
• contributes to the education of enlightened citizens,
• is an indispensable tool for understanding human activity

Modelling tasks in the French
mathematics textbooks –
representative examples
Grade 7

Solve a problem
Mr Seguin has a squared field of 20 m the side.
He ties his goat Honorine with a rope to one of
the vertices of his field.
Mr Seguin would like to know the maximum
length of the rope so that Honorine cannot
graze more than the half of the field.
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Modelling tasks in the French
mathematics textbooks –
representative examples Grade 8
Grade 8

Photo enlarger
The picture opposite shows a photo
enlarger for printing black and white
photos. […]
The two pyramids drawn in perspective
sketch the light bean. […]
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Modelling tasks in the French
mathematics textbooks –
Grade 11
representative examples
Grade 8 A little bit of ecology
160 kg of waste are thrown out in forest
every year. Around 20% of the waste
degrade.
Let us note un the amount of waste present
in 2014+n, given that the forest was
cleaned up in 2014 and consequently, we
suppose that u0=0.

Working
mathematically

Real problem and
interpretation

Modelling approach
(Piednoir, 2003)
The majority of teachers are uncomfortable when it comes to
approaching mathematics from applications
The modelling approach requires time whereas the time
allocated to the teaching of mathematics is shorter and
shorter
Traditional assessment methods are inappropriate for
judging the appropriation of the modelling approach, national
exams focus only on “pure math” knowledge
Separation of subject matters prevents math teachers from
considering applications in other disciplines

Modelling approach
(Piednoir, 2003)
Consequences on the task design:
• The real from which a task starts is often pseudo-real
• The task starts from a mathematical problem to which a context is
added to make it “real”
• The task text guides students step by step to construct the model (ex.
Grade 7 task)
• The task text provides the model (ex. Grade 8 and Grade 11 tasks)

Modelling approach
Rare in mathematics education
Introduction of interdisciplinary approaches:
• IDD (itinéraire de découverte – discovery journey)
• EPI (enseignements pratiques interdisciplinaires – interdisciplinary
practical courses)
• TPE (travaux personnels encadrés – guided personal work)

• MPS (méthodes et pratiques scientifiques – scientific methods and
practices) - optional

Usage of digital tools in
modelling
(Greefrath, Hertleif & Siller, 2018)

Usage of digital tools in
modelling
(Greefrath, Hertleif & Siller, 2018)
Affordances
•

Dynamic visualizations

•

Multiple representations

•

Calculation power

DG
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DYNAMIC GEOMETRY

Dynamic geometry
Tools to construct
• Basic geometric objects: point, line, segment, circles…
• Relations between objects: perpendicular and parallel line, midpoint,
angle bisector, tangent, locus…

Dragging - the apparently continuous, real-time
transformation
When the elements of a drawing are moved, this feature allows the
construction to respond dynamically to the altered conditions whilst
maintaining the invariant properties of the given construction. During
dragging, the dynamic illustrations on the screen are just as rigid as but never more than - the essential mathematical properties that define
them (Sinclair & Yurita, 2008)

Two paradigms in the use
of dragging (Laborde, 2005)
Robust construction

Soft construction

Drag the point M.
What do you observe?

Find a position of M
outside the disc such that
the angle AMB is obtuse.

Robust construction
Robust construction

Student’s
task

Observe invariants and
formulate the property

Role of
drag mode

Obtain a lot of cases allowing
to verify the property
Elements of the theorem:
-

Knowledge
learnt

Drag the point M.
What do you observe?
DG added
value

-

Conditions: [AB] diameter of
the circle; M belongs to the
circle
Contrasting invariance of the
angle AMB and varying M

Quick generation of a number
of cases (gain in time and
accuracy of drawing)

Dragging in robust
constructions
Visual feedback (Laborde & Capponi, 1994):
• Invalidates constructions controlled by
perception prompting the use of geometric
properties
• Validates constructions based on geometric
properties
• Highlights visually geometric invariants of
figures

Types of tasks relying on
robust constructions
Construct a (robust) figure
Explore a robust construction to
verify a property
Explore a robust construction to
conjecture a property

Two paradigms in the use
of dragging (Laborde, 2005)
Robust construction

Soft construction

Drag the point M.
What do you observe?

Find a position of M
outside the disc such that
the angle AMB is obtuse.

Soft construction
Soft construction

Student’s
task

Solve a problem

Role of
drag mode

Search for a specific position
of M

Knowledge
learnt

Find a position of M
outside the disc such that
the angle AMB is obtuse.

DG added
value

Relationship between the
position of M and the
measure of the angle AMB:
-

condition “M is on the circle”
consequence “the angle
AMB is right”

Exploratory environment

Dragging in soft
constructions
Strong heuristic potential
• dragging plays a key role in forming a mathematical
conjecture (Arzarello 2000, Healy 2000, Olivero 2002)

Kinds of dragging (Olivero, 2002):
• Wandering dragging = moving the points on the screen
randomly in order to discover configurations
• Guided dragging = moving the points with the intention
to obtain a particular shape
• Lieu muet dragging = moving a point in a way to keep
a particular property satisfied at the initial state, the
variable point follows a hidden path

Types of tasks relying on
soft constructions
Search for conditions to obtain
given configurations

Robust and soft
constructions (Healy 2000)
Robust
construction

Soft
construction

Role of
dragging

Experimental validation

Part of problem solving

Emphasis

Generality of a theorem
(invariance)

Relation between a condition
(hypothesis) and its effect
(conclusion)

Process

General is instantiated
in specific cases

General emerges from specific

Theorem itself
(M on the circle)

Overall situation (M on the circle,
inside and outside)

Scope
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IMPLICATIONS FOR
MODELLING

Mathematical modelling
Real world
problem

1

2

5
Real world
solution

3

Mathematical
problem

4
5

1 – real world problem
2 – identify math concepts
3 – define math problem
4 – solve math problem
5 – apply solution to real world problem

Mathematical
solution

Mathematical world

Real world

OECD (2003, p. 42)

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 1. The Town Council has decided to
construct a streetlight in a small triangular park
so that it illuminates the whole park. Where
should it be placed? (OECD, 2003)

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 1. The Town Council has decided to
construct a streetlight in a small triangular park
so that it illuminates the whole park. Where
should it be placed? (OECD, 2003)

Where in a park a
street light should
be placed?

Find the
circumcenter of a
triangle

Location in a park
under certain
conditions

Intersection of two
perpendicular
bisectors

Mathematical world

Real world

Park => triangle
Illumination => circle

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 1. The Town Council has decided to
construct a streetlight in a small triangular park
so that it illuminates the whole park. Where
should it be placed? (OECD, 2003)

Dynamic geometry:
• Robust construction
• Exploring the situation for various shapes of the
triangle
• Helping understand that this solution is not possible
when one of the angles of the triangle is obtuse: in this
case the street light would be outside the park

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 2. With 24 meters of fence, a gardener
wants to make a rectangular lawn. He wants the
surface of the lawn to be as large as possible.
What should be the dimensions of the lawn?

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 2. With 24 meters of fence, a gardener
wants to make a rectangular lawn. He wants the
surface of the lawn to be as large as possible.
What should be the dimensions of the lawn?

Real world

Dimensions of a
rect. lawn using
24m of fence

Dimensions
maximizing the area
of a rect. with P=24

Squared lawn with
6m side

Area of the
rectangle is max
when it is a square

Mathematical world

Lawn => rectangle
Fence => fixed
perimeter

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 2. With 24 meters of fence, a gardener
wants to make a rectangular lawn. He wants the
surface of the lawn to be as large as possible.
What should be the dimensions of the lawn?

Dynamic geometry:
• Robust construction with “indirect” manipulation (slider)
• Exploring the situation for various shapes of the
rectangle
• Helping conjecture which dimensions maximize the
area

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 3. In the mountains, the owners of two
chalets want to install a common fire hydrant.
Where should it be placed?

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 3. In the mountains, the owners of two
chalets want to install a common fire hydrant.
Where should it be placed?

Where a fire
hydrant should be
placed?

Find point(s) at
equal distance from
two given points

Many possibilities
(taking account of
the terrain)

Construct
perpendicular
bissector

Mathematical world

Real world

Chalets, fire hydrant
=> points
Common to 2 chalets
=> at equal distance

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 3. In the mountains, the owners of two
chalets want to install a common fire hydrant.
Where should it be placed?
Dynamic geometry:
• Soft construction: lieu muet dragging
• Visualization of the trace of the point
• Color scaffolding of the exploration

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 3 - bis. In the mountains, the owners
of three chalets want to install a common fire
hydrant. Where should it be placed?

Example 3 - ter. In the mountains, the owners of
four chalets want to install a common fire
hydrant. Where should it be placed?

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 4. Mr Jones owns a property in a form of
a right-angled triangle. He wants to construct a
house with a rectangular surface whose corners
touch the borders of the property. Mr Jones wishes
to have the biggest possible surface . How should
he place the foundations of the house?

Modelling tasks and DG
Example 4. Mr Jones owns a property in a form of a rightangled triangle. He wants to construct a house with a
rectangular surface whose corners touch the borders of the
property. Mr Jones wishes to have the biggest possible
surface . How should he place the foundations of the house?
Dynamic geometry:
• Robust construction with communicating windows:
• Geometric model and functional model
• Articulation through slider
• Exploring the situation for various positions of the point D
• Helping conjecture which position of D maximizes the area
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Manifold usages of dynamic
geometry exploiting various
functions of dragging
•
•
•
•
•
•

To validate a construction
To invalidate a construction
To verify or conjecture a property
To explore a situation (wandering dragging)
To search for a particular configuration (guided dragging)
To observe a trajectory of a point (lieu muet)

Dragging
as artefact

Various
instruments

Computer-based model
In some cases, the dynamic model can be more complex to
construct that the mathematical one:
• Example 2 - Lawn (use of a slider)
• Example 4 – Rectangular house (articulation of two dynamic windows)

For taking benefit from digital tools in modeling:
• Prior knowledge both mathematical and instrumental is necessary
• Instrumental geneses require time and regular use of tools
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